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During recent years.the emotive Vietnam War issue
has provided -political extremists in this country with a
ready-made line of communication with the broad pass of
"militant pacifists" here.
Of these extremists the
trol,skyist-dominated:VI3E7:AN SOLIDARITY CAMPAIGN has
emerged as the most influential body.
The secret of.
its success undoUbtedly lips in its ability to use this
issue allied with an uncompromising anti-American
attitude, as a catalyst in welding together the various ,
factions and individuals with strong- views on war in
general and the Vietnam War in particular.
The VIETNAM SOLIDARITY CAMPAIGN was to a considerable
extent responsible for the violence which occurred at
demonstrations in London in October, 1967, -and7 in March
and July, 1968.
Following this last demonstration
the Campaiga announced its intention of holding a week
of activity on the Vietnam :car issue in the third week
of October, termed "THE AUTUMN .CIFFERSIVE",
Planning
for the demonstration was immediately Commenced under the
guidance of an ad hoc committee claiming initially to
represent twenty six political, student and trade union
The committee La:i
Organisations (sec APpendix ",i").
dominated by_trotekyists.
With such a vide variety of ideologically- different
factions involved it was inevitable that dissension _
would ensue anci from the start it was obvious that.
the extremists' plans were being hampered by internal
conflict over the question of violence being deliberately
used as a tactical weaponto bring about a breakdown - in F—
law and order.
that the main
proponents were roughly split between those (the
trotskyists) who felt that perhaps the time was not yet
right for the use of violence, those (the - Maoists)- Who
felt that violence was not only inevitable but desirable
in the circu'ivstances, and those (the communists and their
allies) who wanted an orderly demonstration,:
_
Although the basic conflict was More over tactics
than Over strategY-the. ilecists_immediately started a
campaign of lobbying support for their very extreme
views whilst the trotskyists continued to pay lipservice to the concept of an orderly demonstration and
refused to commit themselves publicly to the calculated
use of violence', This internecine quarrelling resulted
in the Campaign disowning two of its branches which had
come under the control Of Naoists'and/or-anarchists (the
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latter had to some extent aligned themselves with the
former)_ and in. the :iaoists ferming their own rival ad hoc
bodg; -the OCTOBER 27th COMITTEE FOR SOLIDARITY WITH
,IETNAN, to organise more militant activity on the day of
the demonstration.
Following the split, the VIETNAM SOLIDARITY CAXPAIGN AD
HOC comeaTTsL comprised nineteen representatives of the main
bodies suoparting its line and although the actual
personalities representing each organisation were not
always the same throughout, the main leaders emerged as:
ItcT&iHATIONAL rifiaa ST G]A)UP 0

TROTSKYLSTS

(In the later stages retired from
:e-scene because of sickness)
(Replaced GUITON above)

Edward GUITON
Pdvacy
Pat

i
i

Privacy
iurnie Ta..1.'1;
NTERiiATI
ii
r
i

ALISM GROUP OF TROTSKYISTS
Privacy
'
ii

Privacy

VIETNAM SOLIDARITY CANIAIGN
Privacy
STOP IT C:(' AikLIT:iYEE
Privacy
-COMUNIST PARTY
L._

Privacy

AUSTRALIANS .A.'4D NEW LEALANDERS AGAINST WAR
Privacy

•'

INDEPENDENT LABOUR PARTY
Privacy

L._

Privacy
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On the haoist side ll the leading lights of the
. OCTOBER 27th COMMITTEZ FOR bOLIDARITY WITH VIET-liAll emerged
ass
i
L._

Privacy
i
.,rp al Singhl3R.K7'
.
i ward DAVORal
Privacy

Privacy
It was in this antagonistic atmosphere, with each
faction vying with the other, that final plans for the
demonstration were made.
. Certain sections of the national press kept up the
t emperature with a spate of speculative and alarmist articles which made great play of the many extreme, and
sometimes wild, suggestions put forward by the
demonstration's planners or their supporters, and
remembering the part played by. foreign students in the. .
V.3.C. demonstration of 17th - March, On the probability of
similar barticipation in this demonstration.
The
public pronouncements of the Ubiquitous Tario
were
given a great deal of publicity, particularly his
"promise" that the demonstration would be orderly if police
stayed away.
A particularly persistent threat-made by the
demonstrators was that . of occupying tiovernment and
diplomatic Premises.
During the Weeks leading up to the
demonstration - a list of likely "targets" most of which
were under consideration by the demonstrators was drawnup (see #PPendix "13") and police protection Pnd advice was
iven to each.
liotice Was taken of, and police counter measures -put
into effect on many other -suggestions and threats made by
the organisers Or their supporters before the 27th
it seemed reasonable to assume as the event
October.
drew near that considerable public disorder, -whether
condoned by the organisers or not, was likely to: occur.
, In August, Chief Constables were circularised
regarding groups of potential .demonstrators travelling to
London and in the weeks leading up to the demonstration,
information from provincial forces indicated that arranements had - been made for some 5,000 demonstrators from
outside London- to attend. -Although measures were taken
for police- to act upon any information concerning the
transportation of offensive weapons,- an aticle published
in the extremist magazine -"Black Dwarf" on 15th October,
warned coach parties of the likelihood of being stopped
and searched by police and there were various indications
that weapons would be brount to the Capital by parties
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travelling separately from the -main group.
On the day acoach was stopped at airibiton which resulted in three of
the passengers being arrested for posseasinglaffensive
weapons, and a coach stopPed at Farnborough, Kent,
resulted:in a further two arrests.
_ It had at first been announced by thp.organisera that
the "Offensive" was to span the. week beginning 21st
October.
In fact, activity during that week was virtually
non-existent, and the first manifestation of the
• demonstration did not show itself until the night of
Friday, 25th October.
That night students at the
London School of Economics occupied the College and declared that they would remain there Until at least the
evening of 27th October.
The.80hool premises were to be
used as a .haven for demonstrators fleeing from the police,
and as 4 surgery for any injured in the demonstration.
Ch number of full-time and trainee doctors belonging to the
socTALT9r MEDICL ASSOCIATION made their services
.In the next.two days,- the School was - usedas an information and discussion centre bY-a growing
number of provincial and foreign students mho had.
travelled to London for the demonstration and a Seminar
which was to have been held at - Trafalgar Jclucre under the
auspices of the EADI.CAL 'STUDENT ALLIANCE • was instead
held at the School!
On Saturday, 26th October, about 20 to 30 members
of CHUROg sat in the U.S. Naval Ohapell:North Audley
Street, land upon refusing to vacate the premises later
in the day, were locked in for that night.
They
remained there throughout the demonstration On 27th
October but caused no-disorders 'and left later in the day.
Durii the 26th of October and that 2at of the
-TOTIoving aTTFior - o the gt-a-Ft-oT he dnorLtrationl, '
a -ugMber Of intending demonstrators were arrested for various offences in the M.P.D. _(see Appendix "E").
Most were for possessing offensive weaponS but the
following were of oaytioular interest:
•
Privacy
LA German national, was arrested at
St. 'Pancras laiIway Station when be was found in
Possession of a gas pistol', ammunition and cannabis
r
Privacy
! Ida arrested: when he was founri trying
'to gain entry to the stables at Hammersmith lolice
It is probable that te . intende
Station.
_
_
anTe#Pg:Witb
the police horses stabled there. .
On the eveninki; of 26th October two youths were
stopped by polite in Green Street,
and founct -to
be in possession of radio-jammi_ng equipment and perspex
Correspondence which they had made it
eye shields.
clear that they were Maoists from Nottingham and Derby
respectively and that they had intended taking part'in
the. demonstration on the following day.
Their aim seemed
to. be the jmming of police radio communications.- 'Both
Were arrested and charged with conspiracy to cause a
public mischief.-
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Thus the scene was set for the main demonstratiO4
on 27th October.
In fact; although disorder ensued,
for the most part on the South side of Grosvenor Square
aad in South Audley Street, the demonstrators were never
able to break the police cordon at that junction and Very
much less violence occurred than had been anticipated.
The events of Sunday began quietly with groups of
- demonstrators marching from various points in London to the
Victoria EMbankment, near-Charin Cross Underground
Station, where they joined other -demonstrators who had been
gathering there since 11
These minor marches comprised:Thirteen members of the EAST L0iki1 AJTION COUNCIL'
who marched from Stepney -Town Hall.
1N

About 40 supporters of the CAEDEN C0:14ITTEE 2Q4 LEAjL
who marched from South End Green, ii.;;;,.5
Some 20 members of the SOUtH EAST LONDON AD HOC
(of the
who marched from Camberwell ureen.

About 30 HACKNEY YUUI:G LIthEAALS, who marched from
'Whitehall Place, S.W.1.
About 30 members of the NORTH WEST LONDON AD dC.,0
.
:0EM1TiEL (of the v.S.C.) Kho marcted from henrietta
Street, W.J.2.
About 30 members of AUSTRALIANS A.,D NEW ZEALANDERS
AGALiST THE 'VAR IN VIETEAM, who marched from Cambridge
Uircus.
Some 100 supporters of the NOTTING HILL BRAL;011 (of the
V.S.C.) who marched from outside ariborough Street
ragistrates' Court.
About 100 members of the INDIAE WarSERS
marched from the Strand.

ASSOCIATION whO

ARgroximately 650 supporters of INTENATIONAL
;.,001ALISII. who marched from the South 3ank, near County
Hall.
There was no untoward incident at any of these minor
demonstrations.
By 1.45 p.m, some 25,000 demonstrators had assembled,
on the Embankment, the column. stretcllpg from Charing -Cross
to the Temple Underground Station.
Accompanied by police, the demonstrators moved off
slowly at;
p.m. and headed by a banner inscribed '
OCT 27 AD 400 CONNITTEE", - followed the route:
New Sridge Street
Ludgate Circus
Fleet Street
strand,
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Charing Gross
_ Whitehall
Parliament Square
Broad Sanctuary
- Victoria Street
Grosvenor Gardens
_Grosvenor Place
Park Lane (North Bbmid) to,
Speakers' Corner.
In Fleet Street, several fireworks exploded whilst the
head of the procession was passing the "Daily Telegraph"
and "Daily Express" offices..
At Australia House, where it had been feared that
the first clash would occur, the demonstrators largely
confined themselves to shouting anti-Australian
The most extreme gesture made was
slogans and booing.
-that. of burning an Australian flag, an action which
aroused some 6 or 7 Australian by-standers into
unsuccessfully attempting to rescue the.flag before it was
totally consumed* :Apart from a brief scuffle -between
this group and the demonstrators, there was no disorder
and the march continued along the Strand.
Eu head of the procession reached Trafalgar square
at 3.20 p.m. when Tari_g ALIAi_psed_amplifier apparatus,
to urge the marchers o walk slowly down Whitehall and not
However, some 500 klaoist
go to the AmeriCan Embassy.
supporters and members of the Britain-Vietnam Solidarity
Front did leave the main march and,went along Cockept2WStreet -(see page 8 ).
At Downing Street, fireworks wee again.exploded, a
lo Jack -was btrte& an
Atria
at No. 10.
(Oopy'attache at pphdix
j
At the Penotaphthe -oolumn halted while a mock coffin,
covered by a white cloth on which were the words 'unknown
_Vietnamese!, and bunches of flowers, were placed OA the
cenotaph steps.
Some few minutes later, 4 young marcher attempted
to climb the east side of the jenotaph and remove :a flag,
but was restrained by another demonstrator, while a
coloured man climbed the west side and afrixed a -black
flag,to the cheers. of the demonatrators.
The marchers then continued on their way and at
New Scotland Yard, another anticipated flash point, they
'confined themselves merely to clapping and cheering -police
guarding the building.
On reaching the'end of Victoria Street, about 1,000
anarchists succeeded in getting to the head of the march by
making.a_nurried-detour through- stag Place to Grosvenor .
Place ahead of the main column.
A minor incident occurred
in,Urosvenor i-lace when these anarchists were attracted to
a television van, On: the roof of which were severalcatheramen.
A banner and a few broken poles were hurled
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at theft and the van hurriedly drove away to escape further
attention.
After rounding /iyde Park.;.3orner, approximately 300
Anarchists broke away from the lain body, ran along Park
Lane, and headed - for - the AMeridea Embassy (see Page -8
The main body of marcners, some 20,000 strong,continued
along the:-.1orthr -Carriageway and arrived at Speakers'. Corner
at 5.10 p.m. :where a -platform had been ereCt-6T.
The meeting was chaired by Tariq ALI and speakers in
order of appearance were:
Jan KAVAN

(Czech)
_(_French)

1110HOLLS
1.rnie TATE vf

(Independent Socialist Group)
(VietaaM .;olidarity CamPaiga)

Pat JORDAN

(Vietnam ioiidarity: Campaign)

Jim HIGGIii6

(International ocialists)
Fergus NICEOLSONI(Communist Party)
Liarney DAVIS/

(Young Communist League)

George KIL0ii/

(Young Liberals)
(American Film Producer)

GREam.,/
E thP;iin Mc0oll-7
Alan aARiiIS

a

(Irish Workers Grou0
(Vietnam
6olidaritycamPai011)
.
.
_

number of others who were uhealubulibed

and unidentified.
KAVAV- merely expressed the support of the young People
of -Czechoslovakia for the demonstration.
• . KREVIAE said that the revolutionary movement in Europe
was growing, and that the only solution to the Vietnam_ dar
was outright victory tor the Viet Conj.
laCH0LL9 confined himself to linking the demonstration
with the broader struggle to,bring the, socialist revolution
to 11ritain,
TATE said that the marchers, by their actions had
established that it was possible to mobilise people against
He reminded the audience that this was not
the Vietnam Ware
the end.of their -struggle, only the beg1#14ag,
,
Pat JORDAN declared that the demonstration was a great
victory despite the provocations of the press with their
advance publicity, and the police.
He claimed that the
march- - was an exhibition of: discipline and determination to
carry on the common strugle against the war in -Vietnam.
he went on to say that he hoped further marches would be even
bi er and that the V.S.J. would extend its activities.
Despit;e all Lhet had been said, the I.J.J. had presented a
In concluding t:TLI:J . said taat the 4.6.C.
united front.
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muet - make the Government change its attitude towards the•war in
Vietnam and he and his colleagues intended to work to
that end.
EIGGIi,4:; reminded the audience that they had come to
demonstrate their solidarity with the:National Liberation
Front of tbe Vietnamese Revolution, There Was, he said,0-cOnnectian between the ilavasion.of Czechoslovakia :and the
war in Vietnamlis-there was between the war in Vietnam and
The _international ramifications of American
Imperialism were plain for all to see.
Thpre was a
universal struggle for liberalisation and the International
SOcialiat Group was behind anyone struggling Tor freedom.
• ,11IUHOLSOi remarked that the demonstration was the
greatest ever and had shown that the people were determined
tO end the war in Vietnam.
It also had proved that
disciplined demonstrations Could take place in the streets.
of London.
1MI3 said that his organisation, the Young Communist
Teague, was part of a world wide movement which was against
the Vietnamese war and announced that be had received. 4
message7of support froM the -Vietnamese Liberation Movement a
South Vietnam.

•

KILOH mentioned that he had recentlY met Vietnamese
officialg in Berlin.
Be saw the demonstration as ths
beginning of a change in our-society, a change which
could be encouraged by disciplined militancy.
GREENE said that be had taken part in mPPY - similar
demonstrations in America jn the last -feWiyears and was.
therefore particularly glad to be present to-day.He
that
wee erlseper-triterl-

•••••[..

law.*

AioCAI;N attacked the Labour Government and strongly
criticised its "colonial policy'.
He Praised the
disciplined nature of - the march and said it was reassuring
that there bad been= violent confrontation With police.
appealed for support for the VTETNAM SPLIDARITY
11ARRI
CAMPAIGil as a 'means of changing the course of the struggle
in Vietnam.
Tariq ALI, at -6.15 p.m. declared the - meeting:01Peed and
the Internationale was sung.
The demonstrators then dispersed, but a number made their
way towards Grosvenor Square.
Meanwhile, the Maoist section of the march numbering
some:500 supporter;had 4ade their way from 2rafal tar 6quare
to- Grosvenor Squa're behind the bahner
On their arrival, at the junction of
S
- OLIDAB;Tr. PROLT'.
Brook Street and the east side of the Square, police directed
them around the south side where they etOpied.pt.the
A- police cordon across the
unction Of 3outh Audley trect.
road there prevented the demonstrators reaching their target the U.b. EMbeasyl
the contingent was joined later by
anarchists and - other.supporters from the main maroh;. swellinq
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Two unidentilied
the numbers to between 4,000 to 5,000.
speakers addressed the assembly for about twenty minutes by
use of a loud hailer and although nothing inlImmatory was
said, the purport of their remarks was that the U.S. Embassy
stood as a syuiaol of all that was evil in the world and was
responsible for the terrible events now taking place in
Vietnam.
At 4.20 p.m. four demonstrators climbed onto scaffolding
of the Grand lietropolitan Hotels constryrction at the south
side of the square and _Edward DAVOliali'who had led the
contingent throughout, affi1ounce7
a symbolic burning Of the
U.S. flag would take place.r. * He handed a made-up flag to the
four demonstrators on the scaffold who pinned it to the top of
the 6'6" hoarding around the site.
DA7J0RE6 then set light
to the flag out as soon as the flames began to reach up police
took down the flag and stamped out the flames.
Nally of the
demonstrators shouted, "Provocation!:"- and forthwith DAVORN
tore up the flag and handed it to fellow demonstrators who
set light to the pieces and attempted without much success to
carry these on top of placards and sticks.

tnir

For about the next two- hours this area became the scene
of the only disorder of any consequence to occur during the
days events.
Frustrated by police from reaching the U.S. EMbassy s the
mood of the-crowd became more aggressive and various missiles
including coins were hurled into the police .lines and'at the
windows of premises in South Audley Street a number of which
were broken (it is not yet known the exact exterit of damage
c aused).
Successive determined charges were made to break the police
line and these were accompanied by the throwing of fireworks, small home-made boobs (see page 10 )
1 bottles, wooden
At one stage a
staves, potatoes, Shoes and etder objects.
length of steel scaffolding was used as a battering rap against
the police:.
Each attack on the police line was accompanied by
a constant chant of "BO !. Ho: o Chi
from the
demonstrators', but the attempts -to break -the cordon failed-.
During this period a nuniber Of police were injured.- The more
militant demonstrators, confined :to the South Audley Street
area, were eventually reduced to milli% aoout without any
cohesion.
At about -6.30 p.m. a wedge of police slowly pushed its way
throuFh the crowd forcing it into two groups, one down South
Audley Street and the other towards the East end of Grosvenor
Square.
Tne former group dispersed soon afterwards, and by 8 p.n,
the only sizeable"group remaining in the immediate area
numbered a few hundred -gathered on the south of Grosvenor
By-9,.15 p.m. this group, arguing
Square near ,.)arlos Place:
amongst itself, had dwindled to about 150, and by 9.30 p.m, the
area was completely cleared.
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Privacy
the '131ack ioweri advocate and- -Maoist were seen takirm a prominent part
laber:.t7777=4#TELJIn- theae:prodeedings.
IIIVWHANDA, together with a email
group of five,supporters carrying loud hailers were seen to
leave the deloystratio4Tat. -8 p.m.
During the ale a number of private cars and vans were
used as wambulances" to convey injured demonstrators from the
scene.
ihe index numbers of these vehicles are included in
.
-Appendix
Seven home-made boMbs which had been Used by the
.
demonstrators were recovered and ;1"-e being examined by
Ploives Officers. : - Although the sizes differedx most were
Ex;
They were similar in
about 5'1_ diameter by 3" deep.
construction, each comprising two metal containers titted one
Inside the other. - The inner container was filled with black
powder whilst the space between it and the larger, o' uter
:Container was packed with a putty-like mixture and black
powder.
The detonator appeared to be a firework inserted
through a hole in the container lids.
The devices were ineffective and the only result
. seemed to be that the lids of the bomb were blown off, th4S
I
preventing possible fragmentation.
Home Office -Royal
Arsenal Research and,Development Establishment, Woolwich
asked to examine these Objects.
are also -being
_
From the beginning of the day's events the.anardnist
contingents had followed their usual, apparently unplanned
and haphazard course -of disruption, paying -littleCr no heed
to the blandishments of either the :irl4ZIAN SQIIIDAKTY
PArliAIGN or the flaoista.
from-4-41
4.ar
oxilQa4
4 -51.*44W.4.0.00
TA:p7ANS"
1,000 anarchists under the banner "UNITED IiI
accompanied the main march as far as 3armelite.Street, where
they left, only to rejoin the march after some discussion
amongst themselves.
4s the demonstrators approached
Australia House, the anarchists again, left the main column,
jog-trotting around the Aldwych before rejoining the march,
and again in the Strand they made a detour by way of William
IV Street, entering Trafalgar. Square frow the lorth where
they pushed through -03.e f113.0.4.4tS E,ati.eX'ed there., ignoring their
exhortations to support tLem, and rejoined the main Column in
As previously mentioned, .a similar manoeuvre at
Whitehall.
Stag Place put them at the head of the main -procession in
Grosvenor ilace where they proceeded at a fast pace, mashing
glass in road bollards 012 their. way.
At the south end -of-Perk lane the group succeeded in
disrupting traffic by turning into the South i3ourid carriageway
of the one-way system and a number of cars were here scratched
Finally Several hundred
and pUaMelled by the demonstrators.of th044 left the main body in,:f:aric liana X,i.A4 made for Lirosyenor
:
)quare*sre. they were prominent in the disorder which ensued,

counter-bal.:ince to these various pro-,Viet COng
AO n
activities about -50 youths carrying the United' States flag-and
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chanti:;.3..proAmerican: slogans appeared in Trafalrzar Square
shortly after 3 p.m.
They then made their way via: Lower
aegent ;$trept to 1-iccadilly Circus where they posed for
photographs before marching to the vicinity of Grosvenor
6quare. -The number involved had swelled to about 200 en - route but after again posing for photographe and singing
le irittnnla they diapersed at about 3.45 p.m. and were not
involved.in theleyents which followed.
Daring the vihole of the day's events it was estimated
that some 25,Q00 demonstrators were involved.
The
maprity were well-disciplined and acted in an orderly manne r
u ncer the directions of VIF.,214J': L0LIDA2IT:
_
Tne minority anarchist and Eapist factions, however,
. were intent upon violence even before the day's events began.
Together, they numbered between 4,000 and 5,00Dbut their
actions lacked unity, their plans were ill-conceived and they
were well contained a.y uniformed police.
It is fortunate
that iuternal, factionel squabbling amongst the leading
violent agitators prevented a cohesive show of force.
Prior to the Match, 2( persona were arrested and three summoned for various offences committed on their way to the
demonstration.
During the demonstration 17 persons were
arrested (all duriug tb.e.l.aoist/allarehist fracas in
Grosvenor Square) and one aerson was arrested following the
demonstration for throwing a bottle at the American Embassy.
AT)art from three fancista, none had hit4erto core to notice.
All these arrests are listed. at Appendix "„E".
During the disturbances in Grosvenor Square, at least
„1.4 olice o“icers.were injured, seven of them reuirin,s
hospital treatment, but the number of civilian casualties
is not as yetlawawn.
.
In comparison with the similar demonstration held on 17th
Earch, foreign partidipatiori was on this occasion much
,
reduced,
Information from ports prior to the demonstratiOn
Showed that 71 foreign nationals who were definitely or
probably intending to take part had entered the country, and
eight foreign journalists had arrived to cover the event.
Of these the largest continents came from i'rance (13) and
Germany (12).
It is, of course, More than probable that
many more attended the demonstration without being identified
as likely participants at the port of entry but thelargest
body of foreign demonstratOre identified as such. during the
march was that of Italy, numbering about 30 and this was wellbehaved throughout.
Onlyione foreign national was arrested
:for possessing a gas
before the demonstration
Privacy
pistol and drugs - see Appendix r )and none was arresiod
during the demonstration itself.

(

Appendix 'J are cbges of each item: of literature
distribute* during the demonstration, - Of this
literature only one leaflet appears worthy of special mention.
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This is a reproduction of information extracted from the
book The Espionage Establishment", recently published
in America, riving information concerning the heads and
andresses of
and N.I.6.
The leaflet bears no
printers' name and the distributors were not
identified.
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Index to Appendices

Organisations oriFinally represented on V.S.C.
Ad Hoc Committee.
1 31

'C'

I DI

1 ,,•1

I re

List of "tar7et" premises.
Organisations identified as having taken pert
in demonstration.'
„Iloans used by demonstrators.
zsersons arrested.
i-'ersons mentioned in report.
Persons identified during demonstration.

IH1

Motor vehicles used on demonstration.
Literature distributed during demonstration.
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